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  text and photo: Marko Pecotic, March 2012 
  product: HiDiamond "Diamond 7" speaker cable 
  manufacturer: HiDiamond S.R.L., Italija [www.hidiamond.it]  
  retail price: 1.000 EUR (2x2m)  plus customs duties and shipping costs 

The number of cable manufacturers in the world today is enormously large, a regular customer can 
easily be lost and confused when trying to find the right cable for himself. There are certainly lots of 
micro brands worldwide that manufacture cables of questionable quality and weak technological 
capacities. HiDiamond,  a company based in the area of Rome, in the town of Anzio (the city is 
historically known as the place where the american allies disembarked during the II. World War, a 
couple of movies were recorded about it and some books were written), is one of the globally lesser-
known cable manufacturers. However, HiDiamond is not yet another DIY cable manufacturer whose 
cables are being manufactured in a rented garage, this is not a company with science fiction 
marketing. Their  production is on a surprisingly high level, at this link 
http://www.hidiamond.it/2/fase_the_working_the_cables_1519721.html you will see how  their 
cable are being made, check out the high level of industrial production, design and control. The 
prices of these machines  are high, it's no wonder that most cable manufacturers don't use them  in 
production. 

HiDiamond was established in 2000. Today, they have a status as the most important Italian 
manufacturer of audiophile cables. Their current line includes dozens of different interconnects, 
speaker cables, power cables, jumpers, HDMI cables... Prices are based on the principle something 

http://www.hidiamond.it/2/
http://www.hidiamond.it/2/fase_the_working_the_cables_1519721.html


for everyone. For example, interconnects starts at  50 EUR (base model "Diamond 1") up to  4,000 
EUR (flagship label "Ultimate Signal"). 

At HiDiamond's forefront is Dr. Salvatore Filippelli, he's been italian managing director for Nextream 
company (owned by Thomson Electronics Group). His right hand is  Julian Pompili, with experience in 
aerospace and telecommunications, has worked for global companies such as Selex, Marconi 
Telecommunications  and Boeing Industries. 

Their Diamond 7 speaker cable, the object of this test,  has at first impression visually impressed me    
more than any other speaker cable. This is the most fancy speaker cable I've ever held in my hands,  
I've held various expensive Siltech, Kimber or Audioquest speaker cables, none of them looked this 
fancy. Workmanship? Fabulous. Looks? Glamorous, even sexy. This cable looks like a million dollars 
(design credits goes to Ciobotaru Design Studio). Packaging? Excellent, inside the box is wrapped in 
silk. The first impression is woww! At first glance, I fell in love with this cable. The Italians know how 
to design things to make them look visually attractive, whether it's cars, speakers or cables. 

 
Technical description  
Copper is being used a conductor, a copper that has been processed through a patented "4VRC © 
technology" which, as they say in HiDiamond, reduces the inductance, resistance and capacity, 
improving the linearity of the signal. This copper was cooked four times at different temperatures 
(HiDiamond says that most other manufacturers use 2 times cooked copper in their cables), and this 
copper is being cooked until it reaches the almost 100%  purity.  All actions related to the conductor 
treatment (drawing, cleaning, the spiral geometry etc) are done by machine, each cable has 8 
conductors, declared resistance is 7.98 ohm / km and a capacity of max. 68 Pf / m Connectors 
(spades or locking bananas) are made of rhodium and carbon fiber, and the final cable diameter is 16 
mm.  
 
This cable by its physical dimensions falls into the category of big-toys-for-big-boys. This means that 



the cable is large and thick, it requires space behind the rack and speakers. If you have your  speakers 
and rack placed near wall you can forget about these cables (I reckon this cable requires cca 50 cm of 
space behind the rack and speakers). 

 Sound  
Though it uses copper conductors, this sound has got nothing to do with the classic sound of copper 
on which we are accustomed. Most people would describe copper cables as full, warm and dusky, 
but not here. The cable is just another proof that the choice of copper or silver as a conductor is not 
as important, as the geometry of the cable.  
 
The cable went through the burn-in period of 200 hours before reviewing. I've listened to it in two 
different systems in order to gain a complete picture of this cable's sound. 

I will be very clear and precise in the description of the sound - the sound is fantastic. Pardon me; the 
sound of this cable is F-A-N-T-A-S-T-I-C.  As for me, I have never before listened to this kind of 
speaker cable.  
 
This speaker cable has made me and encouraged me to a listen to a good part of my music collection 
again. This cable has made my well known albums that I've listened to a hundred times sound 
completely different than on any other single speaker cable I've listened to before. 

In general, the sound of this cable is clean and detailed (and never aggressive or thin), fresh, exciting, 
fast, homogeneous and coherent, accurate, dynamic and neutral. This cable allows music to be fully 
expressed without colorations.  Any fuzziness that I had previously heard with other speaker cables 
has completely disappeared with this cable. This cable does not swallow the information, nor does it 
impose the sound. The sound is a precise and neutral, well-balanced without highlighting any part of 
the frequency spectrum. 

This cable redefines the meaning of the treble area. I have never yet listened to a speaker cable that 
plays treble in such a positive way: clear, detailed, fresh and open but at the same time so natural 
without any brightness, sharpness, analysis or listening fatigue. Treble range is very detailed, and at 
the same time very natural, it flows seamlessly without analyzing the musical tissue. 

Bass area is something special. It is a deep, tough, powerful, and solid, with excellent punch. No 
matter which instrument you're listening to; lower keys of a large grand piano, bass drum, electric 
bass guitar or a double bass sounded incredible. 

Dynamics are MASTERFUL. This is the first time I heard a speaker cable that provided a dynamic 
impression of complete freedom, without any dynamic compression. The most demanding dynamic 
passages were played with such ease, without strain or compression. 

For weeks I kept trying and trying to find a shortcoming in the sound of this cable. In vain this is in my 
opinion a cable without any shortcomings.  The more demanding music I played, the better this cable 
sounded. Like the cable was saying to me; „this is all you got, can't you do any better, this is a piece 
of cake for me, can you play something more demanding“? I put the cable through difficult task, a 
large chorus recorded in a huge church in front of me; I heard a holographic stage as I've never heard 



on this recording before. I heard every micro detail, every small variation, I heard a church that 
breathes, I saw dimensions of the church as never before. I felt like a blind man who saw the light. 

Or another big task, a grand piano had the piano in almost real proportions, with the dynamics that 
blew up the hair on my arms; this is such good coherency of piano keys. Every piano key was so clear 
and precise, with so much air... The definition, energy and depth of the lower piano keys were 
amazing. 

Conclusion 
I believe that this is the best speaker cable in that price range that I've listened to so far. Although 
not cheap, this cable's price is way, way too low compared to how it looks and how it sounds (this is 
not a suggestion the people in HiDiamond to raise their prices!). You can take it out this way too; 
other manufacturers' cables are too expensive. 

As for me, I think that perfect piece of audio equipment that does not exist, whether it is a 
loudspeaker, amplifier or a cable. Nothing is perfect. There must always be a sound shortcoming, 
minor or major. However no matter how hard I tried to find it; I couldn't find any shortcomings in the 
sound of this cable. Even if there isn't a perfect audio nirvana, I think this cable is very close to that. I 
do not remember the last time a piece of hi-fi equipment has slapped me right into the face like this 
cable did. 

 


